The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
U.S.A.

Ruth Heinzelmann
Am Steinring 13
D-38110 Braunschweig
„Stasi-occupied WestGermany“
heinzelmannruth@aol.com
August 10th, 2015

Dear President Barack Obama,
we write to you about a crime against humanity and on behalf of the thousands of innocent
citizen victims. The last time we did the addition for the total number of members in support
groups on Facebook alone and regarding this crime it totaled more than 10,000 victimized
United States citizens and we populate each of the 50 states.
Me (Ruth): “I am a victim from Germany; the same happened to me. I want to support this TI
letter idea, although I don’t understand/support all of this letter.
Although You know this technology I am sure that neither
Mrs. Angela Merkel nor You are involved in these crimes.
I am sure You are a TO (= Targeted Original).
The offenders posted this foto within AOL to tease me
(because I talked like that when I was at school):

I got help to fight against my harassment and to get protection from Mind Control. There are
rules difficult to understand and to follow. I do my best and report about that here:
http://www.rapunzel-und-die-gehirnzwerge.de/english/
On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008611236094
On Google+: https://plus.google.com/u/0/112815995604015256523/posts
“
Members of law enforcement throughout the States, members of the military throughout the
States, members of national intelligence agencies, members of local governments, members of
fire departments throughout the States, members of the medical community throughout the States
and recruited civilian criminal goons who operate with impunity from the rule of law are
destroying the physical health, mental health and financial viability of fellow citizens that are
chosen unlawfully and subjectively as innocent victims by a despicable prejudiced few; and now
you know.
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Some of us were terrorized and targeted for many years before we became aware it was
intentional and deliberate. This certainly lends credence to the likelihood that a great many more
victims, presently unaware of this crime, suffer needlessly at this moment. The number is
certainly into the several tens of thousands of victims, if not more. Please help us.
We are referred to in the disdainful terminology, said to be derived by the very creators of this
crime, as “targeted individuals”. Knowing the origin of this term, it is logical to believe that it
was born in impersonal and clinical brainstorming groupthink before being implemented into the
popular culture by the perpetrators themselves, while posing online as if they were sufferers of
this crime. This term conveniently objectifies, and makes readily dismissible, us innocent citizen
victims of this gross crime against humanity.
As well as the convenient objectification of human victims, the manufactured term “targeted
individual” simultaneously places the idea into a fictional mindset of those who are told about
the despicable crime by the very victims. That is, the third party who catches wind of this
sickening happening may experience it initially as fiction despite its absolute truth. They may
never move beyond that misunderstanding. The very nature of this modern dynamic allows the
inhumane atrocity to continue daily because with public sentiment so goes what happens unless
responsible and moral leaders step up and step in.
This crime against humanity, happening right now in the United States of America, is ruining the
viable and innocent lives of people who strive to succeed and who, obviously, have done nothing
to deserve the trite wrath of criminals who operate in conspiracy and under the sanction of
outlaw “official” powers. Without a shadow of doubt, as previously stated but that should be
emphatically restated, members of the medical community, members of intelligence agencies,
members of the military, members of local law enforcement, members of local fire departments
and members of local city councils are involved in this disgusting and inhumane crime that
victimizes personally and subjectively chosen innocent citizens at large in the population and
whom, not accidentally, occupy ideological and actual political opposition to these criminal
forces. (The very definition of: terrorism.)
Listed here are those groups to which we belong and that are being egregiously targeted by this
horrendous crime against humanity:
1) Single and divorced women
2) Blacks and other minorities that are both male and female and married or single
3) Gays, lesbians and bisexuals
4) Social and political activists
5) People on government aid/assistance/disability
6) Journalists
7) Whistleblowers
8) Artists
(Across the above demographics, the gender breakdown of victims of this crime against
humanity is 75% women and 25% men. As well, it will be noted that if you were to illegally
persecute, for instance, a married woman because of her minority ethnicity and you were to
decimate her ability to earn an income for her household, you are in effect degrading an entire
family.)
Me: “I just got in contact with a few German victims, although there is a website telling that
there are 2700 listed victims:
http://www.mind-control-news.de/news/display/2015/3/30/ueber-2700-bundesdeutschemind-control-opfer/
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The victims I spoke with worked for insurances or public offices, some of the European
victims were teachers and had to retire early because of their harassment.”
These facts noted, other than determining the caustic thinking of the perpetrators of this crime,
the sole relevant datum common to all noted groups victimized by this crime is that we are
attacked, persecuted, accosted and demonized without any publicly acknowledged/stated action
against which we can defend ourselves. We are plainly the victims of a criminal conspiracy
despite that the perpetrators are, in large part, members of officialdom charged with keeping law
and order and, ironically, defending innocent American citizens from unlawful harm.
On behalf of the thousands of innocent citizen victims, I am asking here and now to be publicly
acknowledged so that the fact of this crime against humanity can be recorded and relief from all
of our inhumane and illegal persecution can begin. This terrorism upon and against my life and
the lives of others is perpetrated by an unconscionable and prejudiced few, wholly subjective
and, most pertinent to this communication, illegal. The involvement of law enforcement, who
one would normally call for relief from criminals, makes our situation particularly desperate and
it makes this crime horrifically egregious. The widespread and pervasive nature of this criminal
conspiracy against us innocent citizen victims may be very well unprecedented. Furthermore,
unless I am to believe that the beautiful and vibrant diversity of humanity is inconsequential and
that the array of humankind needs to be culled, this crime needs to be addressed immediately.
For your enlightenment, President Obama, the illegal persecution and terrorization others and I
endure consists of:
1) Complete and total criminal invasion of our rightful privacy by means of 21st century
technology available to military and law enforcement and subsequently made criminally
available to their civilian terrorist conspirators.
2) Severe and unconscionable injury to body and mind by the use of 21st century weapons of
war meant for enemy combatants on a battlefield and not for deployment against homeland
citizens spending otherwise peaceful evenings in their private homes.
3) Stalking in places of work, play and commerce by many recruited goons with no sense of
humanity and no recognizable civilized thought process nor threat of criminal punishment from
law enforcement, with whom they criminally conspire in this terrorist network.
4) Destruction of our personal property done by recruited goons with no sense of true hard work,
hard fought ownership and the slow building of a significant life by willful concentration.
5) Surrounding of our living space, whether house or apartment, by the criminally funded import
of recruited goons into residences bordering our own.
6) Unconscionable sabotage of our hard fought monetary income (which all moderately
intelligent people would know is our means of survival), whether it is through destroying our
personal business or undermining employment by those good people who would otherwise
naturally seek our skill set.
7) The unfeeling and nauseating whittling away of our existential security by any means
necessary.
8) The unsuspected and unbridled criminal attack upon every aspect of our existence so that we
become despondent or desperate or both.
9) The age-old lowlife crime of slander deployed throughout history by trashy persons to
diminish others greater than themselves.
In closing, Mr. President, innocent lives are being willfully destroyed by official and supposedly
good and responsible entities that operate with, and heretofore are trusted with, unchecked
power. In pursuit of this illegal and immoral want, they are enlisting civilian goon operatives to
live in what I presume are gifted homes in proximity to the innocent citizens they criminally
victimize.
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Again Sir, please help me and other victims.
With all due and sincere respect,

Ruth Heinzelmann

P.S. An oversized version of this letter has been
constructed so that it can be hand-signed by
victims of this terrorism throughout the country.
That letter will ultimately travel, along with many
of us innocent victims, to Washington D.C. to
bring attention to our plight. Our ultimate goal is
to get our lives back from this criminal conspiracy
and to demand the rule of law and justice be
applied to the criminals so they are held
accountable.
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